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This summer, Rensselaer County Master Gardeners grew differ-
ent varieties of  winter squash at the Demonstration Garden in 
North Greenbush.   Raised bed plots were approximately 4 ft by 
4 ft., with 2 plots having access to a trellis.  Most plots used float-
ing row covers to protect the plants from early pests. Despite 
some crazy weather extremes, including a severe July storm, most 
of  the varieties produced fruit.   

‘Spaghetti Squash,’ with its noddle-like consistency, is a favorite 
substitute for pasta.  Its ivory color changes to a pale yellow as it 
matures.  The 15- 18 inch fruits weigh between 3 to 5 pounds.  It 
matures in about 90 to 100 days.   

‘Hubbard’ is a New England strain that produces extra large 
blue-gray fruits.  Because of  its huge size, each plant produces 
only one or two squash. The skin is hard and bumpy, and the 
deep yellow flesh has good texture and flavor.  It stores up to 4 

months. Matures in about 110 days. 

‘Burgess Buttercup’ is an heirloom variety that produces turban-shaped 
fruits that average about 3 pounds.  The flesh is dry, sweet, fine-grained and 
gold/orange in color.  The rind is thin and dark green with white lines, 
flecked with grey.  The lush vines will easily spread 3 to 5 feet in all direc-
tions.  Matures in 95 days. 

‘Gold Nugget’ is a bush-type 
squash that produces 1 to 3 
pound, pumpkin shaped fruits.  
The flesh is orange colored and 
very sweet.  Its compact size 

makes it perfect for 
small gardens.  It 
matures in 85 days. 

Summer Project:  Winter Squash 
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 ‘Butterbush’ is an heirloom, compact bush-type winter 
squash from Burpee.  It is perfect for small gardens.  Each 
plant will yield 4 to 5 butternut-shaped 1 pound fruits.  The 
flesh is sweet and red-orange colored.  Mature fruits will keep 
for months. Matures in 75 days. 

‘Butternut’ is a very popular winter squash that produces 9 
to 10 inch tan, tear-dropped shaped fruits.  The flesh is deep 
orange in color and sweet.  The lush vines can spread 8 to 10 
feet yielding many squash.  It stores well and the flavor im-
proves in storage.  It matures in 105 days.  

‘Acorn’ is a popular early hybrid from Burpee.  It is a bush-
type acorn shaped squash, with dark green, ribbed skin and 
sweet yellow-orange flesh.  It matures in 75 days. 

‘Black Futso’ is an heirloom variety that originated in Japan.  
The fruits are small and almost black.  They are mostly round 
with a flattened top and bottom and a heavily ribbed, bumpy 
skin.  The flesh is smooth and sweet, with a chestnut flavor.  
Each plant produces about 3 to 5, three-pound fruits.  The 
skin is thin and edible.  It matures in about 105 days. 

‘Mystery Acorn?’ The 
squash in this bed was an 
experiment.  The seeds 
were saved from a white 

acorn squash last year. Its parent had white skin and flesh 
and grew on a compact vine. Cross-pollination was sure to 
have occurred, but the fruit this year looked like white 
acorns.    

Additionally, here are a few observations.  Plots that con-
tained only one plant appeared to 
do the best.  Plots that were 
mulched and/or weeded appeared to do the best.  Squash bugs enjoyed 
all the varieties and needed to be constantly monitored.  Regular fertiliz-
ing produced healthy plants.  Squash needs to be monitored and trained 
to climb up a trellis.  If  not, it will just grow through to the other side. 
The ‘Butternut’ was the most prolific.  The ‘Butterbush’ was a high pro-
ducer, perfect for small gardens.   ‘Butternut’ and cheese pumpkins 
(which are related to butternut) are the most resistant to squash borer 
and may form additional root systems, which help mitigate any damage 
to the main vine. 

Text & first photo by Nancy Scott, Rensselaer County Master Gardener 

‘Butternut’ squash.  extension.umaine.edu 

‘Black Futso’ squash.  us.stokeseeds.com 

‘Burgess Buttercup’ squash.  fedcoseeds.com 

‘Gold Nugget’ squash.  territori-



How do you feel when the most admired thing 
in your garden is a weed?  I was pleased to give a tour of 

our Master Gardener Demonstration Garden to a group of urban ag-
riculture educators from across New York State.  They enjoyed seeing 
the pollinators working the prairie garden, talked knowingly about the 
vine borers killing the squash, and nodded politely when viewing the 
ornamental grasses.  Then, over by “composting central,” we found a 
healthy specimen of Datura stramonium in full, seductive bloom, and 
their faces lit up.  Jimsonweed!  Those with knowledge shared stories 
with the uninitiated, creating the best educational moment of the af-
ternoon. 
 

I should take comfort that it was no shrinking violet or creeping Charlie which took center stage away from our 
coddled, cultivated plants.  Jimsonweed is a species of mystery, history, power and beauty.  The plant grows from 
two to five feet tall and its large, dark green, deeply lobed leaves vaguely resemble those of an oak tree.  Flowering 
from June into August, the ample white to purple blossoms open late in the day.  While a dispassionate botanist 
could describe them in clinical terms, to my eye they’re flagrantly seductive and perhaps slightly sinister, their spirit 
captured so well in the paintings by Georgia O’Keeffe.  As the flowers fade, green seed pods develop, egg-shaped 
and covered with prickles.  These will dry into capsules of four segments, each containing dark brown seeds.      
     

Do plants have some inner spark, as I and perhaps Ms O’Keeffe might argue, or are they all innocents until human 
or beast comes bumbling along?  In either case, Jimsonweed has attracted attention for centuries.  Containing 
chemicals called the tropane alkaloids, in small doses it was 
thought to cure ailments from asthma to diarrhea, but larger quan-
tities proved powerfully poisonous and could cause a trip of deliri-
um, delusions and hallucinations for a few hours to several days.  
Death is also possible.  The plant’s well-known abilities made it 
part of eastern religions, gave it a mention in Homer’s “Odyssey” 
and provided it roles in several of Shakespeare’s plays.   
 

While extremely dangerous to those in the know, even more at 
risk are folks who stumble into Jimsonweed uninformed.  Take 
the English soldiers charged with stamping out Bacon’s Rebellion 
in the Virginia of 1676, who made a “boiled salad” with this 
mighty herb as one of the ingredients.  Their dinner turned them 
into raving fools, blowing feathers, kissing one another and re-
moving their official raiments, behavior that precipitated a period 
of extended confinement.  Since the incident occurred near Jame-
stown, the plant bears a twisted variation of that name today. 
 

A few modern-day gardeners have been exposed to Datura’s influ-
ences by mistaking the plant for something edible (oddly, in one 
case, horseradish) or concocting home remedies.  Teens and risk-
taking adults occasionally hear of Jimsonweed and decide to experiment with it, since it is free, available, and large-
ly unregulated.  In doing so they put themselves in grave danger.  The Jimsonweed at our garden has since been 

removed, making it a safer, if less exciting, place. 
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Captivating, But Deadly 

Text and photos by David Chinery  

Jimsonweed along the Albany-Hudson 

Rail Trail, Summer 2020 
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Text and photos by Rensselaer County Master Gardener Richard Demick 

 

Master Gardener Kathy Hartley 

What are people excited about growing these days?  Ask the Master Gardeners!  Master 

Gardeners are trained volunteers who share their gardening knowledge with the commu-

nity.  Some grow mostly fruits and vegetables, while others focus on ornamentals, but 

many grow both.  Here are some top choices from our Rensselaer County team. 

Consider Colocasia:  Colocasia, or Elephant’s Ear, is a tropical 

plant, so it should be considered an annual if you grow it here in the 

Capital District.  It’s great as a “wow’ factor in a potted arrangement 

but it can also be grown as a specimen plant as you see here. Be-

cause it’s a very thirsty plant, most folks plant it in a pot.  But if you 

have a moist area in your yard, you can plant it directly in the 

ground.  Dig the tuber in the fall and overwinter it by letting the tu-

ber dry out and then storing in peat moss. 

Splendid Sage:  Sage, or salvia, comes 

in many shapes, sizes, and hardiness lev-

el.  This particular sage is pineapple sage, 

which has a distinctive pineapple aroma 

when the leaves are crushed.   Happily, it 

blooms in late August until frost, giving 

a great boost of red color to the garden 

when that’s often needed most. It’s an 

annual in this area so soft wood tip cut-

tings are the best way to propagate it 

before frost kills it. 

Gorgeous Golden 

Hakone Grass:  Japa-

nese hakone grass 

lends a graceful, flow-

ing atmosphere to your 

perennial bed.  Its var-

iegated leaves are strik-

ing and seem to change 

from green to yellow 

depending on the angle 

of the sun.  It will form 

increasingly large 

clumps but it isn’t a 

thug….no obnoxious 

runners here.  Part sun 

is best for this charmer.  

The Master Gardeners’ Top Picks 
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Master Gardener Nancy Scott I know that most people have no problem growing zucchini, 
and find themselves with more than enough each season.  But 
this year my ‘Dark Green’ zucchini plant became a monster!  I 
gave up my big garden 6 years ago and have been planting in 
containers with very limited success. This ONE plant was start-
ed inside May 1st.  It was transplanted into the roughly 2 X 3 
foot end of a raised bed stone planter around May 20th. The soil 
had been amended with homemade compost and Moo Doo.  
The plant was already flowering, so I was reluctant to cover it 
with a row cover.  Instead, I took the material and wrapped it 
around the base of the plant like a snug scarf to keep away the 
dreaded vine borer.  Either I was lucky, or the “scarf “ worked.  
The plant put out 5 main stems and took over.  Beginning in 
early July, I checked the plant daily for squash bugs and their 
eggs.   Because of the height of the planter it was easy to check 
the underside of the leaves and crush the eggs.  I had been ferti-
lizing every 2 weeks with organic fertilizer, but stopped in early 
August.  The plant continued to produce into early September.  
It finally succumbed to Powdery Mildew and a heavy rainstorm.  

Bite size Kiwi with no fuzz to peel and we can grow our own in Rensselaer County! It sounded too good to 

be true. We decided to take a chance (better odds than the Lotto) and ordered our pair, 1 female and 1 male, 

from Miller’s Nursery, Canandaigua, N.Y. (Note: This year Millers combined with Stark Brothers). Planting 

and care instructions came with the bare root plants. A 10 ft. post with a wire to another 10 ft. post was rec-

ommended. Train the vine up the post and along the wire. It has been our experience that after a few years 

you could have a very nice patio “roof” by training some of the vigorously growing vine “arms” to a larger 

area, maybe even an umbrella shape. Pruning is needed every year. One day, I needed something to mark the 

spot where I planted some Iris. I used a Kiwi cutting and low and behold by fall it had sent out new leaves! 

We now have more than one female plant, but still only one male. Japanese beetles enjoy the leaves and are 

the only pests we have had. Harvest the fruit when it is soft,: cool weather seams to help with ripening.  

Master Gardener Beverly Reinhardt 



 
The name “Pink-achoo Hydrangea” on the 
plant tag conjured sneezy discomfort  in hay 
fever allergic me,  prompting me to initially 
pass on this reduced priced plant. But my love 
of hydrangeas and bargains changed my 
mind.  And …am I ever glad I brought this 
gem home! I have since learned the plant tag 
was misspelled.  The true variety  name is 
‘Pinkachu’ Hydrangea, a play on the name of a 
cartoon Pokémon character. 
But all names aside, I highly commend this 
plant. It begins flowering in mid-summer with a 
dazzling display of bright white panicles that 
slowly turn a delicate peachy pink.  But the best 
is saved for last. It crescendos  into a  spectacu-
lar rose-red shade that lingers until frost, deliv-
ering the perfect Grand Finale to the growing 
season. 

Master Gardener Cathy Town 

My garden success this year were my elephant 
ears.  My elephant ears were the largest I have 
ever grown probably due to all the rain we 
had this summer. Leaf size topped at 31 inch-
es and total plant size 4.6 feet.  I had planted a 
whole border of elephant ears, and when the 
wind blew the leaves, you could easily visual-
ize a herd of elephants.  The botanical name 
for this tuberous plant is Colocasia esculenta.  It 
is a tropical Asian native.  They are grown for 
their dramatic, huge, leathery, heart-shaped 
dark green leaves.  Thanks to Master Garden-
er Helen Dolan's coaching, I have had my 
tubers for years which means digging them up 
in the fall, storing them in the basement hang-
ing in string bags, and then potting them up 
in early spring to get them started before put-
ting them in the ground the next season.   

Master Gardener Linda J. Ford 

The Master Gardeners’ Top Picks (continued) 
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Green Shots:  The Gardening World in Pictures 

 

Back in 1908, building a bridge across the 

Deerfield River in Shelburne Falls, MA, to car-

ry railway freight and passengers, as well as a 

water line, seemed like a good idea.  But those 

heydays were short-lived.  As cars and trucks 

became more numerous, the fortunes of the 

railway declined, and it ceased operations in 

1927.  With the trolleys gone, the bridge could 

have been destroyed, but the necessary water 

line made that impractical, and it was a costly 

proposition, anyway.  What could be done with 

a bridge with diminished purpose?  Starting in 

1929, the Bridge of  Flowers Committee, 

under the aegis of The Shelburne Falls Wom-

en’s Club, raised funds to turn the white ele-

phant into a horticultural delight.  While plant-

ing in two narrow beds on a bridge dozens of 

feet above the water might seem daunting, it 

turns out to be a pretty good place to grow.  

The soil depth varies from 2 ½ to 9 feet, allow-

ing trees to be planted in the deeper areas.  

When I visited in August, dahlias in a broad 

array of colors were featured, supported by 

daylilies, phlox, crocosmia, hibiscus and cone-

flowers.  Annuals such as sunflowers and bach-

elors buttons shared space with woody vibur-

nums, hydrangeas, redbuds and even a hem-

lock.  All were kept in tip-top form with nary a 

weed in site.  
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Jumping for joy is not how I would describe anyone who meets jumping 
worms.  Quite the opposite.  Many are grossed out, not a few are thinking of 
giving up gardening, and one gentleman phone caller denounced not only the 
invasive species website but several government agencies, which are probably 
not involved.  These worms are prolific, bold, and popping up in new places 
every day.  If you haven’t experienced them yet, you certainly haven’t been 
hiding under a rock, or anywhere else near the soil. 
 

As gardeners, we are taught that earthworms are good guys.  As they break 
down organic matter by ingesting it, nutrients plants can use are released.  Earthworm tunnel-
ing reduces soil compaction, yet their castings help soil stick together and resist erosion.  Other 
than the “ew” factor, what’s not to love?   
 

But jumping worms, including the most well-known species named Amynthas, are not good 
citizens of the soil.  These Asian imports grow quickly, reproduce rapidly and create large pop-
ulations of themselves.  They accelerate the breakdown of leaf litter faster than it can accumu-
late on the forest floor, leaving bare soil.  In turn, soil temperature and moisture buffering de-
creases, seeds for new plants don’t germinate and beneficial soil organisms suffer.  I only have 
to look at the woods behind my house to see this, where there are very few young native trees 
coming up to replace the old fellows and virtually no shrubs or understory plants.  But the bad 
news doesn’t stop there, according to the folks at Great Lakes Worm Watch, part of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.  They write, “There is also fascinating evidence emerging that the changes 
caused by exotic earthworms may lead to a cascade of other changes in the forest that affect 
small mammal, bird and amphibian populations, increase the impacts of herbivores like white-
tailed deer, and facilitate invasions of other exotic species such as European slugs and exotic 
plants like buckthorn and garlic mustard.”  In gardens and on lawns, jumping worms leave 
castings resembling coffee grounds and sometimes cause plant decline and soil subsidence.  
Occasionally hundreds of jumpers end up on sidewalks or in basements.   
 

Jumping worms not only leap, but wiggle manically when disturbed, flipping like a fish out of 
water, and can cruise across a lawn like a snake with an agenda.  If you’re familiar with stand-
ard earthworm behavior, the show put on by a jumping worm is sure to shock and surprise.  
For identification purposes, also look carefully.  A mature specimen of a jumping-type species 
will measure one and one-half to eight inches long, and will have a smooth, milky pink or 
white to gray band (clitellum) near the head.  Other worms have a 
raised or saddle-shaped, segmented clitellum and a more ho-hum 
demeanor.  In our area, they spend the winter as tiny cocoons, first 
appear as adults in spring, and grow until soils cool in fall.  Last 
year’s spring drought suppressed them, while this year’s excessive 
rainfall favored them.  Control options, beyond picking and de-
stroying, are not well-developed.  Frustrating and alarming, indeed.   
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The Worms No One Wants 

Text and Photos by David Chinery 



When your friends are scientists, you get some funny emails.  While 

driving through semi-rural New Jersey last weekend, near where we 

both grew up, Randy spotted a huge infestation of kudzu.  His photos 

to me contained vivid images of a vine-covered landscape and a mes-

sage with seven exclamation points.  As a weed scientist, he’s expected 

to get excited about errant plants, but even John Q. Public knows that 

“the weed that ate the South” shouldn’t be in Yankee territory. 

In the pantheon of problem plants brought here from faraway places, 

kudzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata) is often the most reviled.  Dis-

played as a wonder of the 1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, it 

was initially promoted as an ornamental vine.  In the early twentieth 

century, Federal officials, nursery owners and journalists promoted it as 

a livestock food and soil conservation plant.  Farmers weren’t all that 

enthusiastic, but the government planted three million acres to show off 

kudzu’s virtues.  Unfortunately, no one considered that the ability to grow quickly, in many soil types, might be a 

vice.  By the 1950’s, with kudzu growing up through trees, across fields, and over cars and buildings, awareness of 

this plant’s monstrous potential become apparent.  Growing at a rate of up to one foot per day, and over sixty feet 

in length, the hairy vines can make mounds eight feet deep.   

Just how much kudzu now covers America is up for debate.  Some projections have gone as high as 10 million 

acres.  The U.S. Forest Service estimate in 2010 was surprisingly low, at 227,000 acres nationwide, while Alabama 

Extension scientists believe there might be 250,000 acres of it in their state alone.  Whether kudzu is waxing or 

waning is also up in the air.  Although many landowners and park managers continue to fight the vines, a few ecol-

ogists say herbicides, controlled burns, goat grazing, an insect called “the kudzu bug” and land development are all 

making kudzu beat a retreat.   

And while I’ve always assumed I’m safe from kudzu, since I’m high above the Mason-Dixon in colder country, 

that isn’t really the case.  Fifty-eight sites in New Jersey contain kudzu, with special “strike teams” trying to eradi-

cate it in sensitive places.  In the Empire State, kudzu has been found in Rockland, Orange and Ulster counties, as 

well as Long Island and Staten Island.  The NY Department of Environmental Conservation has deployed kudzu 

survey teams, starting in 2014, and encourages folks to learn how to identify, report, and control it.  They remind 

us that it is illegal to sell, import, purchase, transport, introduce or propagate this species.  

Kudzu in Albany?  Believe it or not, yes.  In 2006, a state forester noticed kudzu growing 

along a residential street near the Empire Plaza.  He notified the New York State Depart-

ment of Agriculture and Markets, which removed four plants for winter hardiness testing.  

The remaining two plants were asphalted over for a parking lot, removing the threat.  So 

forget kudzu, at least for now.  But have you seen all the oriental bittersweet lately?  

Kudzu Coming Closer! 
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Text by David Chinery and photos by Randy Prostak 

For better photos of kudzu in western North Caroline taken by Randy, visit: 

https://extension.umass.edu/landscape/weeds/pueraria-montana 
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Gardening Questions?   

Call The Master Gardeners! 

During the COVID 19 Pandem-

ic, our offices are closed to the 

public, but you are welcome to 

contact us as directed below. 

“Root Concerns:  Notes from the underground” is a shared 

publication of Cornell Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer, 

Albany and Schenectady Counties.  It is published by Cornell 

Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer County. 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer County 
David Chinery (dhc3@cornell.edu and (518) 272-4210) 

Newsletter editor, designer and layout technician 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Albany County 
Carole Henry (ch878@cornell.edu and (518) 765-3516) 

 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Schenectady County 
Angie Tompkins (amj22@cornell.edu and (518) 372-1622) 

 

“Cornell Cooperative Extension is an em-

ployer and educator recognized for valuing 

AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and Individu-

als with Disabilities and provides equal pro-

gram and employment opportunities.” No 

endorsement of products is implied. 

 

“We travel together, passengers on a little 

spaceship, dependent on its vulnerable reserves 

of air and soil, all committed for our safety to 

its security and peace; preserved from annihila-

tion only by the care, the work and I will say 

the love we give our fragile craft.”     

Adlai E. Stevenson (American statesman, 1900-1965) 


